Sortation is a vital solution for many businesses. Delivering your product to new areas in your facility quickly and correctly makes you more successful. Hytrol’s line of sortation material handling systems presents a diverse offering built to suit your specific needs. Let’s take a look at these various models.
The ProSort 400 is a workhorse, plain and simple. This system offers the highest rate of sortation available while maintaining gentle product handling. Available with single or double-sided diverts, the ProSort 400 family is versatile, powerful and reliable.

- High Sort Rates
- Pneumatic or Electric Divert Switch
- Capable of 700 FPM
PROSORT 100

This model is designed specifically for high speed sortation of smaller products. The ProSort 100 is an ideal solution for a wide range of items, from envelope flats and poly bags to fragile and ultra-light products.

• HIGH SORT RATES  • PNEUMATIC OR ELECTRIC DIVERT SWITCH  • CAPABLE OF 450 FPM
Hytrol’s ProSort MRT is available in two models with unique divert angles: 30° and 90°. The MRT 30° is perfect for mid-rate sortation of medium-weight products. This economic option maintains product orientation and creates minimal gaps to produce higher throughput rates.

- Close Divert Centers
- Cost-Effective Sortation
- Capable of 350 FPM
PROSORT MRT 90°

The MRT 90° offers bidirectional divert centers, creating more diversity in your layout. The 90° diverts allow you to be more creative within a compact space, ideal where lanes of travel could become congested or complex.

- SINGLE OR DUAL-SIDED  
- CLOSE DIVERT CENTERS  
- CAPABLE OF 300 FPM
The ProSort SC is a belt driven sortation conveyor. This model allows you to operate several diverts powered by one drive, making this a mid-rate workhorse. The SC is able to handle totes or boxes with ease, is bidirectional, and takeaways can be slave driven to save on cost.

- LEFT, RIGHT, OR DUAL SIDED DIVERTS
- 4 STANDARD WIDTHS
- CAPABLE OF 300 FPM
Hytrol’s Vipersort is a right-angle sortation conveyor that acts as a catch-all for more unique products. This model is able to handle problematic items like cylindrical bottles, blister packs and cosmetics.

- 90° SORTATION
- IDEAL FOR COSMETIC AND PHARMACEUTICAL